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Pan Macmillan. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW,
The Trouble with Fate, Leigh Evans, WHAT SHE DOESN'T KNOW
MIGHT KILL HER: Hedi looks normal. Yet that's taken effort. Her
fellow Starbucks baristas don't see her pointed ears, fae
amulet or her dark past, and normal is hard for a half-fae,
half-werewolf on the run. Hedi's life changed ten years ago,
when her parents were murdered by unknown assassins. She's
been in hiding with her loopy aunt Lou since, as whatever they
wanted she's determined they won't get it. Things change when
wolves capture Lou, forcing Hedi to steal to free her - for if she
can offer up a fae amulet like her own they may trade. But it
belongs to a rogue werewolf named Robson Trowbridge, who
betrayed Hedi on the night of her greatest need. Over forty-
eight hours, Hedi will face the weres of Creemore, discover the
extent of her fae powers and possibly break her own heart in
the process. 'A well-crafted world, a great story and dynamic
characters .this book has them all' Karen Chance, 'A
fascinating fae world that will have you howling for the next
book. I loved it' Suzanne McLeod, 'What a delicious...
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of
time. I am very easily could get a satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gia nni Hoppe-- Gia nni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your
lifestyle period will probably be transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alfor d K ihn-- Alfor d K ihn
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